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THE KNIGHTS OF  
THE ROUND TABLE 

VS. 
HAGAR’S SOLDIERS  

What started out as a competitive rivalry has quickly turned into a bitter feud! The Last Knight and 
“Black and Blue” Bob Hagar have never been best friends but their professional relationship has 
been quite good in recent years. In fact, Next Dimension Wrestling came into existence because of 
their professional relationship. That all changed overnight as a brand new member was named to 
Hagar’s Soldiers. 
 
In late 2134, The Last Knight and Bob Hagar met to discuss the rapid talent expansion of NDW. 
They both agreed that the roster had grown too large over the past two years. However, they both 
had a very different opinion on how to handle that growth. The Last Knight wanted to put a freeze 
on hiring new wrestlers, but Bob Hagar wanted to continue to sign new wrestlers and expand the 
NDW brand across Earth and maybe even into the galaxy. The compromise they ended with was to 
only sign new talent at the beginning of each new year. There would be a window of time between 
December 1 and January 31 to bring in new wrestlers. The NDW owners also agreed to only add a 
maximum of ten new wrestlers to the roster each year. All other wrestlers who showed interested in 
joining NDW would be assigned to either Knight’s School Wrestling Academy or the Black and Blue 
Wrestling Academy to hone their craft until the next signing period. 
 
Bob Hagar was not thrilled with the outcome of the agreement but agreed to work within these 
boundaries. However, the more Hagar thought about the agreement, the more he disliked it. Bob 
Hagar wanted NDW to be a huge galaxian success, but his partner was happy being an 
Earth-based independent promotion. Hagar now had it in his mind to embarrass The Last Knight 
and run the legendary wrestler out of NDW, thus leaving full ownership to Bob Hagar. To do this, 
Hagar brought in a new recruit to his team, Robert Hagar-Knight! Robert Hagar-Knight is the 
grandson of The Last Knight. Robert Hagar-Knight has been estranged from his family for several 
years due to a falling out he had with his biological father, TroyBoy. 
 
The rosters of these two teams have also changed greatly over the past year. Rajah Ring Royalty 
has left the Knight of the Round Table during the year because The Last Knight felt he was 
becoming too much of a liability. Then at the start of 2135, Bomb Chelle and B.A. Jerk defected 
from Hagar’s Army. B.A. Jerk didn’t want to be tied to a team, as he feels he does better on his 
own, but Bomb Chelle’s motivation was unknown at the time. It was later revealed that Bomb Chelle 
and Rajah Ring Royalty were secretly assembling their own team.  
 
To replace Bomb Chelle and keep her roster spot filled by an armed service member, Bob Hagar 
signed former Coast Guardsman, Hot Pink. Hagar also planned to bring another Army soldier, 
Hunter Green into the group, but unfortunately, Green was attacked outside of the Black and Blue 
Wrestling Academy by an unknown assailant. Speculation has been pointed in every direction, but 
no evidence of Hunter Green’s attacker could be found. In a pinch, Bob Hagar signed the AniMan, 
León Volador to Hagar’s Soldiers instead. 
 



On the Knights side of the equation, there were also a few changes. Since word had gotten out that 
Rajah Ring Royalty and Bomb Chelle were forming a team, The Last Knight wanted to make sure 
they were being watched. To do this, The Last Knight has asked the Birds of Prey to defect from 
the Knights of the Round Table and form their own group. With the shocking arrival of Robert 
Hagar-Knight to Hagar’s Soldiers, The Last Knight wants to make sure he has all his bases 
covered. To replace the Birds of Prey, The Last Knight added two people he knew he could trust to 
the team. He added Marvelous Mike, a longtime family friend, and Kung Fu Chris, a teacher from 
the Knight’s School Wrestling Academy. With two-thirds of the Birds of Prey replaced, The Last 
Knight added the giant FnKen to the group at the recommendation of Eagle Richards. 
 
ROBERT HAGAR-KNIGHT BIOGRAPHY 
 
Bob Hagar’s wife, Helena, had an extramarital affair with her husband’s in-ring rival, TroyBoy. 
Nobody knew of this affair, except for the two people involved. During that affair, Helena became 
pregnant with TroyBoy’s child. Helena later gave birth to a son, who was named Robert Hagar, Jr. 
after her husband. Bob Hagar was elated to have a son! 
 
Bob Hagar had no idea that the child he was raising was not his own. Not until Helena filed for 
divorce eight years later. In a bitter custody battle, Helena revealed that Bob Hagar was not the 
father of Robert Hagar, Jr. Now that the cat was out of the bag, TroyBoy came forward and was 
able to receive joint custody of his biological son. 
 
At first, things were great for Robert Hagar, Jr., who has since been named Robert Knight, or 
simply The Bobster to folks who followed TroyBoy’s career. The Bobster was with TroyBoy 
wherever he went. He would do TV spots, interview segments, and even a reality TV series that 
was filmed in their home. Robert Knight was happy with all the fame that came along with being 
TroyBoy’s son! 
 
When The Bobster was just eleven years old, TroyBoy decided to train the young man to be a 
wrestler. Being a third-generation wrestler, skills came to The Bobster quite quickly and effortlessly. 
This is when things started to take a turn for the worse. TroyBoy started booking matches for The 
Bobster against mini wrestlers. These mini wrestlers were adult men, who just happened to be of 
small stature, and these men would give The Bobster a beating every night. Most fans believed that 
these matches were “just part of the show” and did not realize that The Bobster was fighting for his 
life out there. 
 
This scenario continued for a couple of years before TroyBoy had retired, temporarily, for the third 
time. After this particular “TroyBoy retirement”, The Bobster went to live with his mother full time. 
When Helena Hagar looked into The Bobster’s wrestling career, she was mortified, and pursued full 
custody in the courts, which she won! Robert Knight was not seen in the wrestling world until now. 
Robert Knight is now twenty-two years old and has resurfaced as a prime member of Hagar’s Army, 
legally changing his name to Rober Hagar-Knight. 
 
HOT PINK BIOGRAPHY 
 
Gaia Thera is a former member of the United States Coast Guard. Gaia had a very successful 
career in the Coast Guard but wanted new challenges in life. Word got out among military bases 
that the owner of an up-and-coming wrestling promotion was looking to hire military servicemen to 
train at his wrestling school. Gaia Thera answered one of those ads and joined the Black and Blue 
Wrestling Academy. Being in top physical condition from her military training, Gaia Thera was a top 



athlete. She spent a few years at the school before finally being invited to join Hagar’s Soldiers. 
 
Bob Hagar wanted to create a female member of his team to work along with Jet Black and Navy 
Blue, but the best he could come up with was Hot Pink. At first, Gaia was offended by the gimmick 
she had been given, but the more she thought about it, the more she embraced it. She grew her 
hair out and dyed it blonde and added some makeup. Surprising to herself, but no one else, Gaia 
Thera was a very attractive woman and was happy to take on the name, Hot Pink. Because of her 
newly found confidence, Hot Pink will not wear the mask provided to her by Bob Hagar, but she 
does carry it with her to the ring as part of her entrance. 
 
Hot Pink has a lot on her plate in her debut year. First, she has the challenge of Cheri Cola from the 
Knights of the Round Table as her main feud. Second, Hot Pink feels like she needs to make the 
traitor, Bomb Chelle, pay for turning her back on her team. Finally, La Belleza took notice of the 
reaction Hot Pink was getting from the men on the roster causing jealousy to rise up within La 
Belleza, who now wants to knock Hot Pink down a few pegs. 
 
LEÓN VOLADOR BIOGRAPHY 
 
León Volador was not Bob Hagar’s first choice to join Hagar’s Soldiers. After an unfortunate assault 
on Hunter Green, Bob Hagar called an audible and brought León Volador into the fold. León 
Volador was chosen due to the similar wrestling style of Hunter Green. Coming from Andromeda 
13, León Volador is the first member of Hagar’s Soldiers to not be from Earth. León Volador, being 
a smaller wrestler, wanted to learn all he could before making his debut. After spending a few years 
in Mexico to learn the Lucha libre style, León Volador started donning a mask, leading many to 
speculate that he is not an actual AniMan.  
 
The rest of Hagar’s Soldiers do not make it a secret that they would have rather had Hunter Green 
on their team instead of León Volador. This has served as León Volador’s motivation to be the very 
best that he can be. Although he is not friends with the rest of his team, León Volador sees this as a 
wonderful opportunity to break into NDW and be involved in a lot of top matches. 
 
Not wanting to risk their own careers in matches with FnKen, the other members of Hagar’s 
Soldiers have left that task up to León Volador. This feud is set to make León Volador look bad, but 
León Volador sees it as an opportunity to prove himself. It is the perfect scenario for the newcomer. 
He either holds his own against one of the biggest and best NDW has to offer in FnKen in a losing 
effort or León Volador gets some upset wins, making him a huge star.  
 
MARVELOUS MIKE BIOGRAPHY 
 
Now that the Birds of Prey have defected from the Knights of the Round Table, The Last Knight is 
forced to add new members to his team. Since a member of his own family has turned his back on 
the group, The Last Knight needed to choose a new member that he could trust. Marvelous Mike is 
a longtime friend of the Knight family and a great addition to the team. 
 
Marvelous Mike agreed to join the Knights of the Round Table as long as he would be given a shot 
at the World Heavyweight Championship! The only problem is, NDW does not have a World 
Heavyweight Championship. Mike believes that he is the greatest super-heavyweight to ever grace 
a wrestling ring, but he is only 185 pounds soaking wet! That doesn't stop him from wrestling the 
kind of style of someone twice his size. One thing that separates Marvelous Mike from the pack is 
his ability to take a beating! It is not uncommon to see Mike kick out of his opponent's most 



devastating maneuvers. 
 
In order to help out The Last Knight, Marvelous Mike has agreed to form a part-time tag-team with 
fellow newcomer, Kung Fu Chris. Mike promised he will give it his best shot in this new team "as 
long as that little guy doesn't hold him back!" This new team is known as the New Squires. 
 
KUNG FU CHRIS BIOGRAPHY 
 
One of the key teachers at the Knight's School Wrestling Academy has been Kung Fu Chris. Chris 
has been a teacher at the school for several years. He specializes in blocks and strikes and the art 
of kung fu. Chris has been on hand to help teach the students martial arts to help diversify their 
in-ring skills. Now that the Birds of Prey have officially defected from the Knights of the Round 
Table, The Last Knight is starting to rebuild his team. He chose to fill another spot with someone he 
can trust in Kung Fu Chris. 
 
Although Kung Fu Chris has been teaching for several years, he is still new to wrestling. However, 
Chris is a master of Ving Tsun, a form of kung fu. Kung Fu Chris is adapting to the squared circle 
but has a lot to learn. To help him along the way, The Last Knight has paired him with a wrestling 
veteran, Marvelous Mike to form the New Squires. 
 
Kung Fu Chris and Marvelous Mike have agreed to team together for Chris's first year, but their 
relationship may be a bit unstable as Marvelous Mike has hopes to become a huge singles star in 
NDW. Only time will tell if these two are able to work together to fulfill their goals. One thing is for 
sure, Kung Fu Chris may be new to the wrestling ring, but he is a very dangerous fighter that should 
not be taken lightly. 

 

 

BIRDS OF PREY 
VS. 

THOSE LEFT BEHIND 
 

Bomb Chelle and Rajah Ring Royalty have developed some type of personal relationship. After 
each of them has recently departed the top two teams in NDW, they have decided to put together 
their own group. Both Chelle and Rajah feel like they have been overlooked on their respective 
teams, and they started calling themselves, Those Left Behind. Unbeknownst to Bomb Chelle, 
Rajah Ring Royalty is hoping that Chelle will be the one to break the curse that has turned him into 
a frog. He wants nothing more than to become a man once again. Bomb Chelle sees Rajah as a 
friend and business partner but nothing more. 
 
Bomb Chelle once found Ooolahg, who was also a former member of Hagar’s Army, wandering 
aimlessly throughout the building during a recent NDW live event. Bomb Chelle corralled Ooolahg 
by providing him with food. Ooolahg then started to see Bomb Chelle as a motherly figure and 
would do whatever she directed him to do. Ooolahg has become the unofficial enforcer for Those 
Left Behind adding a third member to the group. 
 



The final member of Those Left Behind is Buck Blake. Buck was unceremoniously kicked out of the 
Deadly Alliance after an internal power struggle with Fallout Joe. Buck Blake has been in NDW 
from just about the beginning, but he also brings a lot of baggage with him. He has been involved in 
a bitter feud with B.A. Jerk since day one, and now he has a personal issue with Fallout Joe. 
Needless to say, he could use a little backup. 
 
The Last Knight has tasked the Birds of Prey with keeping an eye on Those Left Behind as the 
Knights of the Round Table have their hands full with other things. Eagle Richards agreed to 
separate from the Knights, but the two groups still remain allies in NDW. To round out the Birds of 
Prey roster, Eagle Richards added Raven Stark to the team to take on Bomb Chelle as intergender 
matches are being phased out in NDW. 
 
RAVEN STARK BIOGRAPHY 
 
With the surprise formation of Those Left Behind, the Birds of Prey needed a female member of 
their roster to counter Bomb Chelle. There had been a standout wrestler at the Knight’s School that 
showed a lot of promise, Raven Stark. Raven Stark has joined the Birds of Prey at the request of 
both The Last Knight and Eagle Richards.  
 
Raven Stark is a very mysterious wrestler with an unknown past. Raven comes from suburban 
Maryland, but beyond that, there’s not much else that has been revealed. One thing is certain, 
Raven Stark is a great wrestler. Like the other members of the Birds of Prey, Raven Stark is an 
accomplished high flyer with a vast arsenal of death-defying maneuvers.  
 
Being the only female member of the Birds of Prey, Raven Stark will be competing against Bomb 
Chelle in the ring. Right now, the Birds of Prey do not seem to be interested in titles and fame, but 
more about having the best matches on the show. Raven Stark is capable of being the best in-ring 
performer on the PWOTG roster. 

 

 

PROTECTORS  
OF THE GALAXY 

VS. 
DEADLY ALLIANCE  

There have been a lot of shakeups in the war between the Protectors of the Galaxy and the Deadly 
Alliance. This violent feud may not receive top billing at NDW events, but it is absolutely the most 
intense. The Deadly Alliance wants to capture all the championships within NDW at all costs, 
including putting their opponents on the injured list. All the while, the Protectors of the Galaxy want 
to force the Deadly Alliance out of NDW for their extreme ways of winning matches. 
 
The first major change to the Deadly Alliance, Jon Heel has stepped down as the manager of the 
group and will now be a full-time in-ring competitor. This means big trouble for Biordi and the rest of 
the Protectors of the Galaxy. Jon Heel then quickly kicked Buck Blake off the team with an 
unexpected beatdown from the rest of the group. Taking Buck Blake’s place is the ring veteran, Bob 
N64. Bob will be teaming with Fallout Joe as the Super Gamer Brothers. Also, Red Scare left the 



team to join the newly formed New Mask Assassins. 
 
The Protectors of the Galaxy also had a few changes. First their manager, Social Butterfly left the 
group to pursue more of a wrestling career by joining Wonderfully Wicked. In a more shocking turn 
of events, founding member, Pitt Viper has also joined the New Masked Assassins. Caught 
completely off guard by this sudden turn, Biordi added Rob Craig to the team. Rob Craig will be 
replacing Pitt Viper in his tag-team with Captain Adam: Space Pirate. Rob and Adam will be known 
as the New Treasure Hunters. 
 
BOB N64 BIOGRAPHY 
 
The newest member of the Deadly Alliance, Bob N64, has been around the wrestling scene off and 
on for years. Bob N64 has competed in several smaller promotions before joining the Deadly 
Alliance in NDW. On his wrestling journey, Bob N64 has crossed paths with B.A. Jerk, FnKen, 
Marvelous Mike, and Buck Blake, just to name a few. 
 
Bob N64 is a huge fan of the Japanese culture, in particular, anime and video games. He has 
patterned his whole move set based on things he has seen in video games. Although Bob N64 may 
have limited wrestling ability, he has a lot of fun brawling techniques that will catch his opponents 
off guard and lead to a good amount of wins. Like the other members of the Deadly Alliance, Bob 
N64 will do whatever it takes to get the job done. 
 
A new team has formed out of Bob N64 joining the Deadly Alliance, the Super Gamer Brothers as 
Bob N64 will form a tag-team with his long-time friend, Fallout Joe. Now that there are two 
tag-teams within the Deadly Alliance, there is a possibility for more infighting within the group, but at 
the time, the Super Gamer Brothers are more singles wrestlers. 

 

 

MONSTER MASH 
VS. 

HOLIDAY HORROR 
 

Monster Mash has been having a lot of fun at the expense of Halloween Hank as of late. With the 
latest addition of Unlucky to the team, the Monsters can’t stop poking fun of Hank and his team. 
The hazing seems to have gotten the better of Hank as he has promised to win the Dimensional 
Championship by the end of 2135 or he will disband Holiday Horror. The Monster Mash team may 
have a point as three of the five members of Holiday Horror are shorter than five-feet-tall. 
 
Halloween Hank warned the Monsters not to take his team lightly as they all have a role to play in 
the bigger picture. Speaking of taking things lightly, many believe that the once feared Monster 
Mash has gone soft. Making short jokes against their rivals seems very out of character for the 
once-feared team of legitimate monsters. 
 
Intergender matches have been getting phased out within NDW after the creation of the PWOTG 
Championship. This left Jacklyn Snow without an opponent on the Monster Squad. Gretchen The 



Great, a wizard in training, is the first female member of the Monster Mash team and will fill that 
spot. These two women will compete for the PWOTG Championship. 
 
On paper, it looks like a complete mismatch between these two teams. Other than Halloween Hank 
and Pete Cottontail, everyone on Holiday Horror is very small. On the other side of the equation, a 
lot of the Monster Mash members are very large men. Never count Halloween Hank out though, he 
always has a plan, and now that the stakes are raised, there’s no telling what Hank may do. 
Remember, Halloween Hank will disband Holiday Horror if he fails to capture the Dimensional 
Championship in 2135. 
 
UNLUCKY BIOGRAPHY 
 
Halloween Hank has reached into his bag of tricks and brought forth another holiday icon. Coming 
from Ireland, this symbol St. Patrick's Day is here to ruin your spring. There is nothing more 
terrifying than a leprechaun who has run out of luck. Last March, after having a few too many green 
beers, Lucky the Leprechaun passed out at the end of his rainbow. When he came to his senses, 
he realized that his pot of gold had been emptied while he was passed out cold! 
 
Now taking the name Unlucky, this angry and out of luck leprechaun is out for revenge. He has lost 
everything and is ready to take his frustration out on any poor soul who may get into the ring with 
the little guy. Unlucky even attempts to collect money in his empty pot before matches. Some fans 
even feel sorry for the leprechaun and give him some of their pocket change. 
 
In what will be the biggest lopsided rivalry in NDW, Unlucky plans to take on the giant, Adam 
Prometheus of the Monster Mash team. There is nearly a four-foot height difference between these 
two creatures, but perhaps Unlucky may get lucky here and there. Unlucky makes up for his lack of 
size by taking many shortcuts in the ring, including using his empty cauldron as a weapon. 

 

 

GALACTIC HEROINES 
VS. 

WONDERFULLY 
WICKED  

Lamaix has left the team she founded, Wonderfully Wicked, to form the New Masked Assassins. To 
be fair, Lamaix made this known at the very start of her NDW run. Still, Contessa is not happy 
about it. Luckily for the Wonderfully Wicked team, Social Butterfly wanted out of her role as the 
manager of the Protectors of the Galaxy. Social Butterfly saw her position in that group irrelevant, 
even more so now that Jon Heel no longer manages the Deadly Alliance. Contessa got into 
Butterfly’s ear and convinced her that joining her would be the best career choice she ever made. 
 
Contessa has taken over the leadership of Wonderfully Wicked after Lamaix has departed. This 
could mean big trouble for the rest of the PWOTG. Contessa is a lot more vicious and wicked than 
Lamiax ever was. Social Butterfly and Guillotina, though not perfect, they are far from evil. This mix 
of personalities could end up causing some dissension within the group.  
 



The Galactic Heroines are the exact opposite of Contessa, they are all good, maybe even to their 
detriment. When contending with a being as ruthless and uncontrolled as Contessa, one may need 
to be ready to do what it takes, even if that means bending a few rules. Bobbi Jo Boxer, Lioness, 
and Goddess Galene have been able to contend on their terms thus far, but it may only be a matter 
of time until this rivalry boils over and things get out of hand. 

 

 

MYTHICAL WARRIORS 
VS. 

FAR, FAR AWAY 
 

Wheebo Rodes and Mee’la Twi’ek claim that they have received orders as part of their 
“super-secret mission” they have been sent on. Those orders are to eliminate the Mythical Warriors! 
Wheebo and Mee’la are being very vague about the orders and where they came from, but one can 
only assume the order came from Kroll, assuming an order was received at all. Perhaps someone 
else is pulling the strings, or maybe someone is just plain having fun at the expense of the two 
aliens. 
 
The Mythical Warriors are not amused in the slightest with the challenge from the aliens. Battle Axe 
and Broadsword have been traveling through all of space and time to find the best competition. Far, 
Far Away is not the best competition, and the Warriors see them as a waste of time. The Mythical 
Warriors have waited around NDW for two years waiting for the tag-team division to get off the 
ground, and now that it has, the Warriors are stuck dealing with Far, Far Away. 

 

 

THE NEW 
MASKED ASSASSINS 

TERRORIZE NDW 
 

Lamiax has delivered on her promise to rebuild a Masked Assassins team in NDW. Her first recruits 
came from the warring factions of the Protectors of the Galaxy and the Deadly Alliance, with Pitt 
Viper and Red Scare respectively. Thus, the New Masked Assassins were born! Having taken 
wrestlers from two different factions has immediately gotten the New Masked Assassins in hot 
water. Both the Protectors of the Galaxy and Deadly Alliance are gunning for these two. Not to 
mention, Lamiax left Wonderfully Wicked to start her new group. That has Lamiax at odds with her 
old teammates as well as the unfinished business she has with members of the Galactic Heroines. 
 
As of right now, Pitt Viper and Red Scare will be an official tag-team as they are the only male 
members of the New Masked Assassins. Their goal is to capture the NDW Tag-Team 
Championships. Lamiax will be competing in the PWOTG division and serving as the team’s leader. 
Lamiax also promises that this is just the beginning for the New Masked Assassins as many other 



members would be joining soon. This announcement has put the locker room on edge and caused 
a lot of trust issues for other masked wrestlers.  
 

UNAFFILIATED WRESTLERS 
 

B.A. Jerk - Now that he has left Hagar’s Soldiers, B.A. Jerk is going to try and succeed on his own. 
He still has a friendship with Lambert, and the two will still tag from time to time. B.A. Jerk also 
continues his game of one upmanship with Buck Blake and his hatred for FnKen. 
 
Crimson Shadow - After a year back in NDW, Crimson Shadow still does not trust anyone on the 
roster. He still believes that KnightFall is responsible for him being sent to the Shadow Land, and 
he still has not forgiven Red Scare for impersonating him for the better part of a year. 
 
Jibbs Warrior - The son of Rob Craig forms an occasional tag-team with his father named, Craig 
Legacy. Jibbs Warrior also pals around with Battle Axe from the Mythical Warriors and will fill in for 
Broadsword from time to time. Jibbs Warrior plans to enter and win the Gary Atkinson Memorial 
Tournament in 2135. 
 
Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III - Still out to embarrass members of the Knights of the Round Table and 
Hagar’s Army, Lord Nigel Turnbuckle is targeting each team’s top wrestler, Di-Smash and 
Robert-Hagar Knight. This is all an attempt to avenge his father, who The Last Knight and Bob 
Hagar refused to sell the NDW to. 
 
La Belleza - The trophy hunter, La Belleza vows to cut the hair of every member of the PWOTG 
roster. Her top two targets are Cheri Cola and Hot Pink. She still carries a grudge with Cheri Cola, 
after failing to break her and The White Knight up, and she is just straight-up jealous of Hot Pink, 
even though La Belleza would never admit that. 
 
 

A PREVIEW OF THINGS TO COME… 
 

Will Hunter Green Finally Join Hagar’s Army? 
Will His Attacker be Revealed? 

 
Who from Cheri Cola’s Past is Going to Return to Her Life? 

Will They be Friend or Foe?  
 

Will Halloween Hank Win the NDW Dimensional Championship? 
Will Holiday Horror be Forced to Disband? 

 
Is Lamaix Adding More Members to the New Masked Assassins? 

Will There be More Masked Betrayals? 
 

Is Far, Far Away’s “Super-Secret Mission” All a Hoax? 
Who Will be Targeted Next? 

 
Find Out Next Year in,  

NDW BORN AGAIN 2136! 
Coming to GalactiCon 2020 

  



NDW GENERATIONS 2135 ALLIANCES AND FEUDS 
 

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Di-Smash The White Knight, FnKen Lambert, Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III, Robert 
Hagar-Knight 

The White Knight Di-Smash, FnKen, Cheri Cola Robert Hagar-Knight, Lambert 

FnKen Buck Blake, Di-Smash, The White Knight León Volador, B.A. Jerk 

Cheri Cola The White Knight La Belleza, Hot Pink 

THE NEW SQUIRES 

Marvelous Mike Kung Fu Chris Navy Blue, Jet Black 

Kung Fu Chris Marvelous Mike Jet Black, Navy Blue 

 

BIRDS OF PREY 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Eagle Richards Falcon Parker, Raven Stark Ooolahg, Buck Blake 

Falcon Parker Eagle Richards, Raven Stark Buck Blake, Ooolahg 

Cardinal Maximoff Raven Stark Rajah Ring Royalty, Bomb Chelle 

Raven Stark Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker Bomb Chelle 

 

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Biordi KnightFall, The Cheese Jon Heel, Fallout Joe 

KnightFall Biordi, The Cheese Fallout Joe, Crimson Shadow, Red Scare 

The Cheese Biordi, KnightFall Bob N64 

NEW TREASURE HUNTERS 

Captain Adam: Space Pirate Rob Craig Headhunter Travis Deadly, Lance Romance, 
Pitt Viper 

Rob Craig Captain Adam: Space Pirate,  
Jibbs Warrior 

Lance Romance, Headhunter Travis Deadly 

 

 
 
 
 



MONSTER MASH 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Vladimir Plasma Adam Prometheus, Gretchen The Great Halloween Hank, Unlucky 

Adam Prometheus Vladimir Plasma, Gretchen The Great Unlucky, Halloween Hank 

Gretchen The Great Vladimir Plasma, Adam Prometheus Jacklyn Snow 

CREATURE FEATURE 

Murky Waters Lycan Moon Pete Cottontail, Roadkill Raccoon 

Lycan Moon Murky Water Roadkill Raccoon, Pete Cottontail 

 

GALACTIC HEROINES 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Bobbi Jo Boxer Lioness, Goddess Galene Contessa, Lamiax 

Lioness Bobbi Jo Boxer, Goddess Galene Social Butterfly, Guillotina 

Goddess Galene Lioness, Bobbi Jo Boxer Guillotina, Social Butterfly 

 

MYTHICAL WARRIORS 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Battle Axe Broadsword, Jibbs Warrior Wheebo Rodes, Mee’la Twi’ek 

Broadsword Battle Axe Mee’la Twi’ek, Wheebo Rodes 

   

HAGAR’S SOLDIERS 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Lambert Robert Hagar-Knight, B.A. Jerk Di-Smash, The White Knight 

Robert Hagar-Knight Lambert, León Volador The White Knight, Di-Smash, Lord Nigel 
Turnbuckle III 

León Volador Robert Hagar-Knight FnKen 

Hot Pink Jet Black, Navy Blue Cheri Cola, Bomb Chelle, La Belleza 

BLACK AND BLUE CREW 

Jet Black Navy Blue, Hot Pink Kung Fu Chris, Marvelous Mike 

Navy Blue Jet Black, Hot Pink Marvelous Mike, Kung Fu Chris 

 
 
 



THOSE LEFT BEHIND 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Rajah Ring Royalty Bomb Chelle, Buck Blake Cardinal Maximoff 

Ooolahg Buck Blake Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker 

Buck Blake Ooolahg, FnKen, Rajah Ring Royalty Falcon Parker, Eagle Richards, Fallout Joe, 
B.A. Jerk 

Bomb Chelle Rajah Ring Royalty Raven Stark, Hot Pink, Cardinal Maximoff 

 

DEADLY ALLIANCE 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Jon Heel Fallout Joe, Bob N64 Biordi, KnightFall 

SUPER GAMER BROTHERS 

Fallout Joe Bob N64, Jon Heel KnightFall, Biordi, Buck Blake 

Bob N64 Fallout Joe, Jon Heel, Lance Romance The Cheese 

DEADLY ROMANCE 

Headhunter Travis Deadly Lance Romance Rob Craig, Captain Adam:  
Space Pirate 

Lance Romance Headhunter Travis Deadly, Bob N64 Captain Adam: Space Pirate, SuperFan  
Rob Craig 

 

HOLIDAY HORROR 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Halloween Hank Unlucky, Pete Cottontail Vladimir Plasma, Adam Prometheus 

Unlucky Halloween Hank Adam Prometheus, Vladimir Plasma 

Jacklyn Snow Pete Cottontail Gretchen The Great 

RASCALLY RODENTS 

Pete Cottontail Roadkill Raccoon, Halloween Hank, 
Jacklyn Snow 

Lycan Moon, Murky Waters 

Roadkill Raccoon Pete Cottontail Murky Waters, Lycan Moon 

 

 
 
 
 
 



WONDERFULLY WICKED 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Contessa Guillotina, Social Butterfly Bobbi Jo Boxer, Lamiax 

Social Butterfly Contessa, Guillotina Lioness, Goddess Galene 

Guillotina Contessa, Social Butterfly Goddess Galene, Lioness 

 
THE NEW MASKED ASSASSINS 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Lamiax Red Scare, Pitt Viper Bobbi Jo Boxer, Contessa 

Red Scare Lamiax, Pitt Viper Crimson Shadow, KnightFall 

Pitt Viper Red Scare, Lamiax Captain Adam: Space Pirate 

 

FAR, FAR AWAY 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

Wheebo Rodes Mee’la Twi’ek Battle Axe, Broadsword 

Mee’la Twi’ek Wheebo Rodes Broadsword, Battle Axe 

 

UNAFFILIATED WRESTLERS 

NAME ALLIES FEUDS 

B.A. Jerk Lambert FnKen, Buck Blake 

Crimson Shadow N/A KnightFall, Red Scare 

Jibbs Warrior Rob Craig, Battle Axe N/A 

Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III N/A Di-Smash, Robert Hagar-Knight 

La Belleza N/A Cheri Cola, Hot Pink 
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